NEWS UPDATE

Vision Control® Mini for Sliding Door Applications: Unicel announces Universal Door Trim Kit

MONTREAL, Canada – August 10, 2010 – Unicel Architectural, the leading manufacturer of aluminum and glass solutions, announced today the availability of the Universal Door Trim Kit for its new Vision Control® Mini glazing product.

Vision Control® Mini is a patented, hermetically sealed glass unit combining louvers within glass that can be customized for virtually any interior door application. Its advanced technology ensures alignment, requires no maintenance, and eliminates the need for strings, blinds and other cumbersome shading systems.

The Universal Door Trim Kit is designed to adapt to any 1 ¾” thick sliding doors. Made of extruded aluminum, it allows the Vision Control® Mini to be installed into any sliding door structure with maximum ease and minimal effort.

Highlights:
- Adaptable to any sliding door (Horton, Besam, Stanley, Record-USA, and more!)
- Adjusts perfectly to a 1 5/16” thick Vision Control® Mini
- Outstanding durability
- Lightweight and easy to install
- Furnished fabricated, pre-slotted or pre-drilled to accommodate Vision Control® Mini operators
- Door trims can be finished with Duracron Metallic Gray K-20794, Duracron Glossy White K-1285 or custom colors

To find out more about the Universal Door Trim Kit, contact: unicel@unicelarchitectural.com

About Unicel Architectural
For over 45 years, Unicel Architectural has built a reputation for the most advanced aluminum and glass solutions. These solutions encompass louvered glazing, skylights and more, to enhance major global construction initiatives with utmost quality and reliability. With its proprietary technology, Unicel's Vision Control® delivers unprecedented comfort and control of vision, light, temperature and sound with a patented combination of louvers between glass that are hermetically sealed and cordless. Unicel's solutions are guaranteed for longevity, optimized for energy efficiency, and customizable to any design, environmental or cultural requirements. Unicel combines its market leading know-how with great design to ensure optimal aesthetics and sustainable performance.